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YOU WANT A PIZZA ME?

You had me at Pizza! We have a fantastic pizza opportunity available. This is an

established pizzeria in a growing neighbourhood. Sales currently average

$7000 and include an established weekly order of over 100 pizzas for a nearby

school. The school role has recently doubled and the vendor expects this order

to grow in size for 2020. Cheesus Crust! There is plenty of opportunity here for

new owners to take things to the next level. All of the ingredients are here. Little

competition in a growing area means that the new owners will be able to make

the most of the $50,000 pizza oven and walk in chiller. Plenty of opportunity to

grow sales by adding Uber eats or other ride aggregators. A long and secure

lease will give the new owners a long runway to establish themselves in this

attractive market. There is nothing to do on day one apart from takeover and

pick up from the old owner. The transition should be smooth with the current

owner prepared to offer a full training period. Pizzas are easy to make, have

good margins and are easy to sell. The new operator does not necessarily need

to have experience in running a pizza shop but must have the business savvy to

take this to the next level! Have a slice day and contact Jeremy on 09 6309491

for more information.

The above information provided has been furnished to us by the vendor/s. We have not verified whether or not that

information is accurate and do not have any belief in one way or the other in its accuracy. We do not accept any

responsibility to any person for its accuracy and do no more than pass it on. All interested parties should make and rely

upon their own inquiries in order to determine whether or not this information is in fact accurate.
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